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1. Overview of yeonhaengrok

yeonhaengrok (燕行錄) refers to the travel accounts of envoys or entourage who visited China and is considered valuable materials that provide a window into life, history, and culture of people who lived in the traditional era. The yeonhaengrok Collections represents the compilation of the materials that have undergone the original manuscript work process and turned out to have the research value among the travel account records which Professor Im Gi-jung has identified since 1960s.

**Special Features of the Enlarged yeonhaengrok Collections**

1) Raising the overall level of perfection
2) Additionally containing important paintings related to the travel to Beijing, such as the ‘Illustration of Sea Travel to Beijing (水路燕行圖)’
3) Additionally containing the major different versions of Yeolha Ilgi (熱河日記)
4) Additionally containing the records kept abroad
5) Additionally containing many new editions kept in Korea, such as the ‘travel account (燕行記)’ of Jeong Jae-hyeong
6) Additionally containing the important Shenyang Diaries (瀋陽日記類)
7) Additionally containing many different versions
8) Arrangement of the table of contents in chronological order and based on century, king, and author to maximize the efficiency
9) Enabling the search of the schedule for Korean envoy’s visit to China, ‘Tongmungwanji (通文館志)’ and ‘Dongmunhwigo (同文彙考)’ in the same window
USE OF WEB
2. Method of Using the Web & Search

- Select the theme classification by product on the main screen.
- View the product list through “View All Products” or “Product List”
- Use of the product through the search

문학 ➔ 가사ㆍ수필 ➔ 연행록총간증보판
역사 ➔ 동양사 ➔ 연행록총간증보판
2. Method of Using the Web & Search

Search by typing in the search word in the search box
Enlarged yeonhaengrok Collection

※ The parenthesis ‘(, )’ cannot be searched. Only the Korean letters or Chinese characters can be searched, except for the parenthesis.
2. Method of Using the Web & Read

Overview

'Table of Contents' Window Display
- Click the desired information from the table of contents, and then the contents of main text change to the concerned contents.
2. Method of Using the Web & Read

- **Original Text Display Type Setting**
  The classics can be selected and viewed by century, king, and author.

- **Print and Save**
  It is the function to print the text of the concerned page and save the text.

- **Send the Email**
  It is the function to immediately send the text of concerned page via email.

- **Paste the Citation Information**
  It is the function to copy the citation information for the concerned page and paste it into the text.

- **Error Report**
  During use of the product, any error is reported to the customer center.
2. Method of Using the Web & Read

By Century
Organize the works by century
2. Method of Using the Web & Read

By King

Organize the works based on the reign of king
2. Method of Using the Web & Read

By Author
Organize the works by author in Korean alphabetical order

http://www.kropia.co.kr
2. Method of Using the Web & Search Within Product

The content that you are looking for in the product can be searched. The parenthesis “(, )” cannot be searched.

Multi-language Input
Chinese, Russian, old Korean, Japanese input is searchable.
2. Method of Using the Web & Print and Save

Print and Save
This function can be used by clicking the “Print and Save” button in the product detail page.
- Print and save the page that you are viewing.
- Select the desired function from the pop-up window after pressing the “Print and Save” button.
2. Method of Using the Web & Print and Save : Print

Print
Print the page that you are viewing: Click the “Print” button to print after setting the printer and print.
Save
Save the page that you are viewing: Click then “Save” button to save after setting the file name and format.

The Enlarged yeonhaengrok Collections is composed of images. To use it, HTML must be saved.
2. Method of Using the Web & Join individual member

Join Individual member
- Click the button and approve the clause
- Fill out the blank

http://www.krpiac.kr
2. Method of Using the Web & login individual member

- Fill out the ID and PW in this blank before using individual service: scrap
2. Method of Using the Web & Scrap

Scraping
- Scrap the materials used frequently and save them to My Page

To use this function, click the “Scrap” button on the product list or product detail page.
- This function can be used when logging in as a KRpia individual member.
Scrap Management
- The scrapped material can be searched and managed in My Page

Search and delete the scraped materials
The scrap can be managed by classifying the folders in a user-friendly way.
The searched materials can be managed by sorting or deleting the materials.

Footnote function
Leaving a memo for the user in relation to the scrapped materials.
User’s memo about the text of product (Public, private setting)
2. Method of Using the Web & Mail

- The page that you are viewing can be sent via the email
- The email information is automatically entered as member information
- Sending the email after entering the subject and memo
2. Method of Using the Web & Copy of Citation Information

The citation information of product can be copied
Click the “Copy the Citation Information” button and paste it to the desired location.

\[\text{Subject} \]
- [Author] 임기중 편저
- [Product Name] Enlarged yeonhaengrok Collections by Century)
- [Date of Online Publication] 2013-04-17
- [Publisher] ㈜NuriMedia Co.,Ltd
2. Method of Using the Web & Error Report

Error Report
- Report of error during the use of product
- Registration after entering the subject, error detail, and password
- You can check with “Customer Center, Error Report”